5G Technology

Transparent Solar Panels

If you take a stroll outside today, you'll see a lot of people
with mobile phones, phablets or tablets in their hands making calls,
using the internet to catch up on the news, watch videos, or
interacting with others via Facebook, Tumblr or Twitter including
you. In doing so, we all are using a mobile data network. Many of
these applications particularly video consume a lot of bandwidth, so
telecommunications companies across the world always try to talk
about upgrading to the latest generation of mobile data to help speed
things up. As we approach 2020 it is likely that there will be more
than 50 billion connected devices worldwide and The Internet of
Things will no longer be something we think about but will be all
around us. Everything from home appliances to our cars will be
connected to the net work, and 5G is being designed and built with
this in mind.5G is not just a mobile technology, its ubiquitous access
to high & low data rate services. Battery life is essential aspect of our
mobile connectivity. The target for 5G networks is handsets, phablets,
tablets and other devices with five times the battery life of existing 4G
devices.

The non-renewable energy sector in today’s economy
depends heavily on Solar Energy which converts energy from the sun
into electricity. The main point about solar energy is that, the energy
is absorbed from the rays of sunlight and therefore making it
necessary for a solar cell to be opaque so that it absorbs the energy
from the light and for this reason it cannot be transparent and let the
sunlight just pass through it. So a solar panel, apart from being a solar
panel, cannot multitask as anything else. It just adds an extra layer on
a base layer. Coming to making the solar panel transparent, it is
scientifically quite impossible, but can be bypassed by manipulating
the absorption of a particular segment of the electromagnetic
spectrum.

FEATURES OF 5G TECHNOLOGIES:
5G technology offer
1. High resolution for crazy cell
2. The advanced billing interfaces
3. Providing subscriber supervision tools for fast action.
4. The high quality services
5. Providing large broadcasting of data in Gigabit and many more
features.
CHALLENGES FOR 5G·
Standardization- One of the big challenges facing 5G
is standardization. There are already multiple groups working to come
up with standards around interoperability, backward compatibility
with older technologies (4G, 3G), and making sure the network will
be future-proof. While many companies agree that a global standard is
needed, whether they’ll be able to come together and agree on one is
another story. 5G is likely going to rely, at least in part, on higherfrequency bands. There is more space in those airwaves available, but
at such high frequencies, signals can’t travel nearly as far as they can
over the frequencies used for 4G, resulting in a poor connection. One
major enabler for 5G will be the release of frequency spectrum and
this need to be managed on a global scale to ensure commonality and
also the reduction of interference between services, especially those
operating globally. This process is managed under the auspices of the
International Telecommunications Union, ITU. Obstacles like
buildings and trees and even bad weather can also cause interference,
according to Nokia’s Dropmann. To offset that, carriers will need to
install more base stations to ensure better coverage, and use antenna
technologies like MIMO (multiple-input and multiple-output).
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PRINCIPLE
Luminescent solar concentrators work by concentrating the
radiation from a large surface to a smaller area to improve the
effectiveness of solar cells produce electricity. In principle, it works
by converting the radiation from a large area into a glowing
luminescence and is directed towards a smaller area, basically just
squeezing the light and therefore increasing the power density.
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
LSCs contain parallel sheets of normal plastic and dye
coated plastic. When the sunlight passes through the plastic, it is
absorbed by the plastic. The electrons of the dye are then excited by
the addition of energy from the radiation and jump to a higher level.
When they fall back to their ground state, energy is released in the
form of radiation. This radiation is reflected through the plastic sheet
through the principle of total internal reflection. The light is guided by
the total internal reflection waveguides to the smaller surfaces of the
concentrator where it is absorbed by the conventional photovoltaic
semiconductor strip. These solar concentrators are cheaper than solar
trackers mostly since they are stationary and do not require additional
cooling system. The only problem that needs to be tackled would be
that the reabsorption of radiation into the dye when it is bouncing
around inside leading to loss in a energy
CONCLUSION
This is also not the first time that scholars have tried to
produce transparent solar panels. But, these panels are noticeable in
the opacity by casting a colorful shadow which may not be pleasant to
the people inside. Sure there are pros and cons to this invention but it
would be exciting to watch how this product can alter the way we
utilize the raw source of solar energy into an era of self-sustenance.
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3D-Printed Micro-Camera
Sees with Eagle-Eye Vision

Infrared Imaging or Thermal
Imaging

3D printing long ago moved from being theoretical to a
reality, and in recent years 3D printers have become cheaper to
produce; several models are now available for sale, as well as designs
for products. Experts predict 3D printers will be common in homes in
coming years. This news and feature articles cover the science and
technology behind 3D printers, from how they work to the history,
progress and future of the technology and what kinds of things can be
made. 3D printing’s uses range from practical objects for everyday
use to commercial products and parts used in manufacturing, plus the
technology holds promise for bio printing of human parts for medical
purposes.

Infrared imaging is a technique of capturing the infrared
light from objects and converting it into visible images interpretable
by a human eye. The infrared region is spread across the 10
micrometer to 100 micrometer wavelength in the electromagnetic
region which can be distributed into three bands: the Near-IR region
from 0.7 microns to 1.3 microns; the Mid-IR region from 1.3 microns
to 3 microns; the thermal-IR occupying the remaining part of the
band.
Most infrared imaging devices can work on about 30 scans
per second sensing temperatures between -20 degrees and 2000
degrees with a gradient resolution of about 0.2 degrees. Quantum
detectors with semiconductors are employed in high precision
detection of radiation. Higher the wavelength of the radiation, the
smaller the band gap of the semiconductors that are utilized in
detecting it. However, if the band gaps are small, the intrinsic noise of
the semiconductor itself would be higher than the incident signal, and
the detector would start detecting its own radiation which is certainly
highly undesirable. Thus such detectors need to be cooled to levels
where intrinsic noise reduces to acceptable levels. Other room
temperature detection methods have also been developed which entail
loss of quality and resolution, but also reduce costs at the same time.
This results in two types of thermal infrared imagers
Cryogenically Cooled IR Imagers: These are vacuum sealed
cryogenically cooled cases with cooling temperatures between 4
Kelvin to a few Kelvin below room temperatures. These are costly
devices both to buy and to run and need sufficient time for cooling
down before operating them after turning on. But, the quality and
precision of these devices is the best on offer, along with greater
sensitivity.
Uncooled IR Imagers: This is a less precise albeit the cheaper
technology which is popular in industry. It is based on the principles
of change in some property of the material such as resistance, voltage
or current when exposed to IR radiation. These devices are mainly
made of pyroelectric or ferroelectric materials or are based on
bolometric techniques. These don’t actually detect photons, but the
heating effect of the IR rays causes a change in electrical polarisation
of the material. Model IR Image:

A bird of prey on the hunt must be able to clearly see far
away objects while remaining aware of threats in its peripheral vision.
In some cases, that's also true for a drone even one so small that its
eye must fit on the tip of a ballpoint pen. Now, a team of engineers
has developed a camera that could provide eagle-eye vision to microdrones. The new camera could be used for medical procedures, such
as endoscopies, or to build micro-robots specially designed to
measure, explore or survey, the researchers said. Previously, the
engineers used a technique called femto second laser writing to 3Dprint miniature lenses directly onto an image-sensing chip. To create
sharp images like an eagle's eye, the researchers used this process to
print clusters of four lenses at a time. The lenses range from wide to
narrow and low to high resolution

Ann started using ceramic tiles placed on top of each other
with a conductive circuit between them (known as Peltier tiles) to
create the amount of electricity she needed for her flashlight. Her idea
was to design her flashlight so that when it was gripped in your hand,
your palm would come in contact with the topside of the tiles and start
heating them. To ensure the underside of the tiles would be cooler,
she had the tiles mounted into a cut-out area of a hollow aluminum
tube. This meant that air in the tube would keep the underside of her
tiles cooler than the heated topside of the tiles. This would then
generate a current from the hot side to the cold side so that light
emitting diodes (LEDS) connected to the tiles would light-up. But
although the tiles generated the necessary wattage (5.7 miliwatts),
Ann discovered that the voltage wasn't enough. So she added a
transformer to boost the voltage to 5V, which was more than enough
to make her flashlight work.
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Cryogenically cooled
Quantum IR Detectors

Home Automation
Technology is moving rapidly past the programmable
thermostat into an era that’s best described as Jetsonian. Morning
brings a graduated alarm that plays some of your favorite music. The
volume builds slowly and the bedroom curtains gently part until you
react and tell the alarm, “I’m snoozing!” In which case, the alarm
quiets down for another 10 minutes of shut-eye. Meanwhile, the
bathroom floors are already warming in anticipation of your arrival,
and the coffee-maker starts brewing up some Italian roast. When you
finally get down to breakfast, the voice of the automated home
controller comes on the house speaker system to remind you to put
bottles and newspapers at the end of the driveway because today is
recycling pick-up.

Electronic Pills - Collecting Data inside the Body
After years of investment and development, wireless
devices contained in swallow able capsules are now reaching the
market. Companies such as Smart Pill based in Buffalo, New York
and Israel-based Given Imaging (Pill Cam) market capsules the size
of vitamin tablets smart Pill is an ingestible capsule that measures
pressure, pH and temperature as it travels through the gastrointestinal
(GI) tract to assess GI motility. The Smart Pill motility monitoring
test can be performed at a clinic or physician’s office to evaluate
motility disorders like gastro paresis (a condition in which the
contents of the stomach empty too slowly) and chronic constipation. It
also minimizes patient down-time by allowing patients to resume
most normal daily activities while data are being collected by the
capsule. It eliminates radiation exposure and is the only motility test
that provides a complete transit profile of the GI tract.

These pills contain sensors or tiny cameras that collect
information as they travel through the gastrointestinal tract before
being excreted from the body a day or two later. These new electronic
inventions transmit information such as acidity, pressure and
temperature levels or images of the esophagus and intestine to your
doctor's computer for analysis. Doctors often use invasive methods
such as catheters, endoscopic instruments or radioisotopes for
collecting information about the digestive tract. So device companies
have been developing easier, less intrusive ways, to gather
information. Digestive diseases and disorders can include symptoms
such as acid reflux, bloating, heartburn, abdominal pain, constipation,
difficulty swallowing or loss of appetite. One of the main challenges
is determining just what is happening in the stomach and intestines.
Doctors can inspect the colon and peer into the stomach
using endoscopic instruments. But some areas cannot be easily
viewed, and finding out how muscles are working can be difficult.
Electronic pills are being used to measure muscle contraction, ease of
passage and other factors to reveal information unavailable in the
past. Checking email, tracking fitness, and listening to music, are just
a few things that a smart watch can do but what if your hands aren't
free A Wrist Whirl a smart watch prototype that uses the wrist
wearing the watch as an always-available joystick to perform
common touch screen gestures with one-handed continuous input.
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Later, as you leave work for the day, you press a single
“coming home” keypad button on your iPhone. In response, your
house turns on the outdoor lights, brings up the indoor temperature
from an energy-saving 65 degrees to a welcome-home 72, powers up
the spa in similar energy-wise fashion, closes the living room and
bedroom drapes, feeds the comedy channel from your Pandora
account to the outdoor speakers, and tunes the bedroom TV to
the Colbert Report so you can have some laughs as you ready for the
hot tub.
Sensors that monitor the air in your home for VOCs,
(volatile organic compounds), CO2 (carbon dioxide) and humidity
levels will become more commonplace—even better, these sensors
will be able to trigger systems that can help expel bad air from the
home and introduce clean, healthy air into it.
In addition to these
Your home emails you when your daughter gets home from school.
While on vacation, you check your home’s security cameras via
iPhone.
Your sprinklers shut off when they sense rain.
Your home announces in a commanding voice that someone has left
the gate open to the pool.
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Scientists discover a 2-D magnet
For the first time, scientists have discovered
magnetism in the 2-D world of monolayers, or
materials that are formed by a single atomic layer.
The findings demonstrate that magnetic properties
can exist even in the 2-D realm opening a world of
potential applications.

Li-Fi Technology
It uses light signals to communicate data. The excitement
surrounding Li-Fi is because it has proven to have higher speeds than
Wi-Fi. In the lab, Li-Fi has reached speeds of 224 gigabits per second.
The same lab field tested Li-Fi technology in a factory based in
Estonia and achieved transmission rates at 1 gigabit per second. Li-Fi
uses infra-red and ultra-violet (visible light) waves to communicate
data. Infra-red and ultra-violet spectrums can carry more information
than radio frequency waves. This is why Li-Fi can achieve greater
speeds than Wi-Fi.
Currently, Li-Fi technology is focused on using the light
from light-emitting diodes (LEDS) to communicate data. LEDs have
become very popular around the world for their efficiency, low
environmental impact, and longevity. The LED lights in homes and
offices can be turned into wireless routers. LED light bulbs are a
semiconductor light source, therefore, the constant electricity supply
to the bulb can be altered to make it brighter or dimmer. Using visible
light communication (VLC) the current in the LED bulb is flicked on
and off at very high rate. Think of it like a complex Morse code
involving 1s and 0s. The flicking will happen at a speed too fast for
the human eye to notice, so humans and animals will not be impacted.
Li-Fi will continue after you have switched the lights off because the
LEDs will be lit and signalling at a low light level that cannot be
recognized by the human eye. To access the Li-Fi network you simply
need a device to detect the light signals, with a component to decipher
the light signals. Wi-Fi uses radio frequency waves, a technology
which has limited space and is quickly reaching its capacity. The
limited capacity is why the radio frequency spectrum is heavily
regulated in the US. One of the most endearing facets of Li-Fi is that
it uses the visible light spectrum. The visible light spectrum is 10 000
times larger than the radio frequency spectrum and is unregulated. So
you don’t need a license to take advantage of the light spectrum.
Another upside to Li-Fi is that it uses light spectrum and not radio
frequency. Therefore, it emits no electromagnetic interference. This
makes it more suitable for highly sensitive areas. Electromagnetic
interference can affect communication in areas like mines or disrupt
sensitive equipment in places like hospitals.

How It Works: Data is fed into an LED light bulb which is
fitted with signal processing technology. The LED bulb pulses the
data at a high non-visible rate to the photo detector. The pulses are
interpreted by the receiver into an electrical signal, the electronic
signal is then converted back to binary data which is the web content
we consume.
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Arduino based Gas Leakage
Detection Using MQ6 Gas
Sensor
Gas leakage is one of the common reasons for fire
breakouts. A leakage turns out to be cause of terrible accident
particularly in closed buildings. Many of the hotels and restaurants do
not keep any security measures to detect gas leakage due to lack of
enforcement of standards and pre-assumption that installing such
precautionary systems will be costly. This is a gas leakage detection
project based on Arduino UNO. The low cost project uses MQ6 gas
sensor which can be calibrated to detect leakage levels based on
surroundings. The installation generates a sound alert using buzzer on
detection of a dangerous leakage. The project utilizes the 434 MHz
RF module so the alarm can be installed anywhere within the building
and even multiple alarms can be installed within a building.

The MQ6 gas sensor detects concentration of gas in ppm and
outputs analog value which can be converted to digital measure using
in-built Analog to Digital Convertor of Arduino. The value of the
digital measure will be 10-bit long and varies from 0 to 1023. The
project allows user to set the dangerous level for leakage based on the
same digital measure. When the value set by the user matches with
that of the value detected by the sensor, it invokes the alarm. The
MQ6 sensor can be calibrated by interfacing a load resistance of fixed
value with the sensor.
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Mistakes are proof that you are trying
--John Barrow

